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ABSTRACT:
Seven years since the “Arab Uprisings,” declining turnout rates and low levels of trust
among ordinary citizens towards political institutions depict a general mistrust regarding
formal politics in the MENA region. Although political parties played a marginal role during
the upheavals, they nonetheless gained relevance once the ‘transitions’ began and
represent key interlocutors in policy-making and as further actors of (re)production of
political and social (in)stability.
The panel is interested in investigating how political parties have been transforming – or
not – into vehicles of citizen mobilization and representation, as well as in scrutinizing how
their willingness and ability to aggregate and put forward bottom-up interests affect the
potential for democratic transition, consolidation or even regression.
To what extent political parties or coalitions channel public expectations of political change
in a context of democratic transition, backsliding or authoritarian resilience? In what ways
old political elites try to re-institutionalize their networks and new ones reshape the
political scene? Whose interests do they purport to advance or defend?
Hence, we seek original papers that elaborates on new, renewed or long-standing parties in
the above contexts and that contribute theoretically, empirically and/or methodologically
to understand the different trajectories of change and continuity.
Contributions are invited from different disciplines including Political Science,
Anthropology, Sociology, History and Area Studies.
We welcome papers in English and French.
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